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Requirement Name Procedure Success Additional items Notes/Issues

Hosting at the SPOC Download SBMT client from SPOC site and start up. BennuV4 shows up as default model

Select different backplanes 
(ancillary files):  Front Panel -
>Plate Coloring 

DV Display any data described in 
OSIRIS-REx MAP Format SIS

Pick an ancillary fits file fromhttp://osiris-
rex.jhuapl.edu/altwg/outputdata/bennu_altwg/spc-
products/bennu_f6_shiftedv2/SPCBennuV4.5I_Shifted_F6-
products.html. Make sure resolution of file matched shape model by 
looking at XXXXXmm word is identical with shape model  average plate 
scale (which you can figure out by scrolling to bottom of panel - 
clicking on "show more statistics" - and look at average plate length 
number to get resolution). Then add  file you chose by clicking  
"customize-plate-coloring - new - browse to file - add name units - ok" 
Then select file in under plate coloring - standard. Repeat with vector 
type file (such as gravity vector "grv".

Should be able to view the file under 
standard. Can check header of file. 
Vector one may make an rgb.

DV Define ROI as Polygons

Navigate to structure tab and click on polygon. Then click new. Now 
map a polygon on the surface. Once done click edit. Now right click on 
the polygan and color interior. The display gives you the area captured 
in the polygon. If you want information inside the region of interest 
(and this has to be done after color interior) then click save platedata 
inside polygon. A text file is generated with a lareg suite of data 
including. There are limits to the polygon structure inherent to vtk 
used in SBMT. It does wierd things over large section of a very non 
unform asteroid which has to do with how vtk computes interescts  
with the shape model. This is solved by used many smaller polygon 
over an entire region for example. The file will have plate id and bunch 
of other item that can be used to asses the proprties of the terrian 
captured in maps loaded into the tool. This tool cannot extract data 
from mapped images or spectra. 

Out data like shown. Which can be 
used for analysis. 

Implmentation of ESRI files is not 
entirely complete. Please test our 
import functionality  (but keeping to 
a few thousand shp). Details on the 
shp handling will be forthcoming - 
but essentially each ellispse will 
have it own shp file. Towards the 
end of the testing session, we may 
have a version of the tool with 
export capability.  We'll need some 
testting with ARC as no one on 
AltWG uses that tool. 

DV Import ROI

SBMT can import vml files - that can be easily produced in any 
software. It consists of a series of x,y,z points. Esri shape files will /can 
be injested as long as they have x,y,z; and a radius and are set for 
simple cylindrical projections only.

To import a file into the sbmt, 
simply go to the structure tab 
and click on polygons. Take one 
of the files I have provided. And 
load it in using the load feature. 
Now you can do what we did 
above to outout plate level 
data.

SBMT will only accept individual esri 
shp files for each ellispse, circle or 
polygon mapped that have x,y,z and 
some form of radius and simple 
cylindrical projection. No other 
projection will be accepted. 

DV Display Calibrated Spectral 
Data

 Body -> Planets and Satellites -> Earth System -> Earth -> WGS84-
>OSIRIS-REx. Then move to OVIRS or OTES tab. Click search. A list of 
spectra options will show up. Files are named as in the SPOC.  Right 
click footprint and click on spectra to look at spectra. Download 
spectra by clicking on save spectra. Can also get spectra stats. Can plot 
a lot of differnt spectra to get a psuedo map (careful -> performance 
can be affected)  Can set the color of the map by messing around with 
the coloring tab

DV Display OTES See above note - can show both L2 and L3 data
DV Display OVIRS See above note - can show both L2 and L3 data 



DV Query from SPOC Data 
Repository

DV Manipulate Arrays

SBMT has some ability to do math on a single channel. Go to the 
bottom of the spectral tab and play with the math option. You can also 
export the spectral data as a text file and do the math on it outside of 
the tool. 

Working on a scheme to re-injest 
spectra that you have played using 
info files (like for images). So you 
can look at the consequences of the 
changes you've made locally on the 
tool. Will be ready mid-august.

DV Display based on Spacecraft 
Time

Back to BennuV4. Go to polycam tab .Then search on image time to 
find images of interest.

DV Display based on Instrument 
Parameters

Select incidence, emission, phase desired, and time of day. Find images 
that match those. 

No plan to use other instrument 
parameters such as exposure times 
and so on. These data can be found 
using the spoc database. These 
information are visible by looking at 
the image metadata.

DV Undo

Do not have a undo per say. Users should periodically save their 
current  state.  Users can do this by: Go to File>Save Session. To load 
Session back in go to session file that you saved.

Essessce of undo is captured by the 
save state option. We expect to 
eventaully have a version of SBMT 
undo where you can regain a 
session state that is saved 
automatically every user time. This 
is not considered a high priority at 
this point, but could be moved up.

DV Annotations (need to be useful)

Add a label to a structure (by adding  a name to the label column in the 
structures tab). Just scroll to the right and double click under the 
column called "label". To make a big label - zoom on region, or make as 
a large a panel  as possible. If your window is too small it will be tiny 
and near useless.

May need to adjust the default label 
size relationship to the windo size. 
Would like feedback from users.

DV Ingest Metadata

We injest the header information of some of the data, such as images 
and anciallary fits files directly from the sbmt database. Images and 
maps that have meta data are also stored in the tool upon injest by the 
customize plate coloring tab or the custom data->images tab.  Spectra 
and OLA metadata are captured in the name of their file that is 
displayed when after a data search. Users should look up original file 
using that name if more information is  desired using the SPOC server 
or anyother way.  SBMT always updates tothe  latest mission  data and 
pointing data via a cron job. To see any images' metadata - map an 
image on the surface  and click on it and open the properties window. 
The metadata of the file are included there. If you want to see the 
metadata for an ancillary file, click on "customize plate color"  on the 
from panel. Right click on the file of interest and click show metadata 
on pull down menu

DV Calculate Statistics

Currently, users should download the plate data file as shown in row 4 
above and do the statistics themselves. Awk single scripts allow you to 
do this fast: to compute mean slope (column $4 in file platedata.txt) 
use in any unix environment: awk 'NR>1 { sum+=$4; n++} END { if (n>0) 
print sum / n;} ' platedata.txt. Header in out file tells what's in each 
column. You could also just import this file into excel. Will include for late Aug release



DV Ingest CSV Tables

Go to customize colloring. Provide csv file with coloring. See result on 
body. A single column csv is treated as a single color. A three vector csv 
is treated as an rgb. 

The tool will eventually read any 
number of columns from a csv file, 
where there is a title in the first 
row, and the data in the subsequent 
rows.

DV Display Metadata
DV Save Image Adjustments

DV Apply Saved Image Adjustment

DV Define ROI as Ellipse

SBMT has improved its ability to read thousand of shapes. But there 
are inherent limitations. You cannot use the highest res. shape models 
with a lot of ellipsese for example. Vtk cannot compute   cylinder 
intesects with many surface plates to plot the outline of the ellipses 
without impacting perfomance. I have attached a couple files that can 
be used to illustrate the performance affects. Recommended work 
flow is to split any anaylses  into smaller regions - and map those 
separatly. If the complete data set is to be analyzed, block density 
plots are the way to go. Ancillary fits files are of density plots can be 
generated with colorspots in the  altwg tookit. It is easy to append and 
cut sbmt files since they are ascii files.

Go to Itokawa tab. To read a file 
into the sbmt, simply go to the 
structure tab and click ellipses. 
Take one of the files I have 
provided. And load it in using 
the load feature. See note above about esri

DV Save ROI
Make file and save. Ability to 
output See note above about esri

DV Apply Algorithm to Layers

Possess abiltiy to make rgb with plate coloring. Select which channel a 
plate coloring should  to set to rgb by clicking on rgb toggle on front 
panel.

In the processes of adding ability to 
do some basic math and logic on 
differing  plate colirings.  
Recommend for now exporting the 
coloring as csv and re-importing it. 
AltWG tools exist to make ancillary 
file if needed - see CreateAnciFits: 
Write an ancillary FITS file from an 
OBJ and CSV containing data values 
for each facet. (osiris-rex.jhuapl.edu 
-> software->AltWG -> toolkit.

DV Display Instrument Boresights

 Shows frustrum of FOV. Right click observation and trun on show 
frustrum. To figure out where the image/specta boresight is right click 
on "center in window ".  You may have to scroll backwards and 
forwards to see the location of the boresight at the end of the 
frustrum. 

DV Save State File -> Save Session

Just saves the  shapes you've looked 
at  in the orientation you had them. 
It does not save the list of files your 
had mapped, nor found through 
your searches. Will increase the 
ability to save state with the next 
few releases.

DV Reload State File->Load Session

DV Display Data Product List
Click on plate coloring next to the coloring plate to see all the 
products. You can also see them all, by clickng customize plate coloring



DV Display Asteroid Prime 
Meridian in 3D 

Hit Coordinate grid Toggle. Hit cood Label grid to find prime meridian. 
Latitude and Longitude is also shown under panel for wherever the 
mouse is located.

DV Maintain Error Log Click on Console Menu Button to see error log.

 
 


